cores (64 shader cores) and 16 memory controllers through an all-optical DWDM-based crossbar interconnect.
h We also explore the power consumption implication of several low-power photonic crossbar designs in throughput architectures.
Why nanophotonics in throughput architecture?
Workloads in throughput architectures generate myriad memory requests due to data parallel execution paradigm of thousands of threads. Moreover, off-chip memory accesses often cannot be avoided due to limited on-chip caches and scratchpad memory size limitation. Since off-chip DRAM access speed is not improving at a faster rate over the generations, it is imperative to design low-latency on-chip interconnect to reduce overall off-chip access overhead. Such interconnect design will complement the architectural optimizations of memory accesses such as interthread memory access coalescing, etc., to reduce overall off-chip latency and bandwidth. Unlike throughput processors, traditional multicore architectures execute fewer threads simultaneously and interthread access coalescing is limited. In addition, active core count in throughput architecture is much more than multicore architectures. Hence, bandwidth requirement is drastically different for the two architecture genres. Instead of improving individual thread performance as in CPUs, throughput architecture mostly relies on overall throughput of the thousands of simultaneously executing threads. To meet such throughput demand of existing and emerging throughput workloads, interconnect bandwidth and latency improvement is imperative. Moreover, prospective throughput architectures will include intershader cache coherence. With numerous active cores and thousands of concurrent threads, coherence traffic will easily surpass the existing throughput interconnect bandwidth and latency specifications; eventually, it will supersede traditional multicore interconnect traffic demand. Since bandwidthlatency scalability is limited, power and heating problems will restrict electrical large interconnect design for deep submicrometer technology nodes. ITRS predicts silicon nanophotonics as one of the promising future on-chip communication media. Based on bandwidth, latency, and traffic demand in throughput architectures, silicon nanophotonics becomes more apt as a network-on-chip design choice compared to multicore systems.
Nanophotonic throughput architecture
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the simplified functional unit layout of our proposed silicon-nanophotonicstechnology-enabled 3-D throughput architecture, which uses multiple DWDM-based waveguides to optically connect multiple shader cores and off-chip memory arrays. To meet growing computation demand and off-chip memory access load, overall chip area and heat dissipation capabilities become major design issue for throughput architectures; multilayered 3-D throughput architecture enables better area utilization, cooling capabilities, and integration of disparate technology enabled layers. We separate shader core layer and L2 cache/memory interface layer and use face-to-face bonding to connect the two layers; face-to-face assembly enables decoupling the number of through silicon vias (TSVs) from the total number of interconnections between the layers. We incorporate a separate silicon nanophotonic optical layer that transfers the optical signals to enable shader core and memory controller communication. TSVs are used to connect the L2 cache layer and the optical layer. TSVs also provide clocking, power, and ground signals. The optical layer includes off-chip laser source, coupler, resonators, and optical interface to the off-chip memory. We use silicon waveguides to communicate between onchip memory controllers and off-chip memory arrays with optimized DRAM chip organization.
The latest generation of Nvidia Kepler [1] GK110 series GPUs are manufactured using 28-nm process technology and require $550-mm 2 silicon die area for fabricating 7.1 billion transistors to produce 15 shader cores [9] . Our 3-D stacked GPU microarchitecture design is based upon 16-nm technology [2] . We expect to have $8.0 billion transistors on silicon die area of $ 400 mm 2 in the shader core layer of nanophotonic 3-D stacked throughput architecture [10] . Figure 1 ( In our design, the thread scheduler is located at the center of the core layer layout and the host interface is placed at one side for better interfacing. Graphics-specific rasterization operations are performed by the rasterization engine, which is shared by eight shader cores. There are a total of eight raster engines available. Our conservative estimate of shader core pipeline clock frequency is 2.0 GHz. To minimize thermal impact, the shader core layer, which consists of 2048 SIMD pipelines, is placed at the top of the 3-D stack (i.e., beneath the heat sink). The L2 data cache of size 8192 KB is placed underneath the shader core layer. Emerging throughput workloads would require more on-chip storage to reduce off-chip traffic and to enhance overall workload throughput. In our design, four shader cores are clustered together [texture processor clusters (TPCs)] to share a memory controller, network interface, and crossbar interface. This layer also incorporates render output units (ROP) that perform pixel blending, anti-aliasing, and atomic memory operations, which are specific to the graphics applications. Figure 1 (bottom) depicts the simplified layout of the L2 cache/memory controller layer and a zoom-in view of individual L2 subsets. The L2 layer communicates with the shader core layer through interconnection network; hence, L1-L2 interface is implemented using an array of vertical TSVs connecting to the network layer. Each shader core cluster has its own subset of unified L2 cache of size 512 KB. The local L2 subset for any shader cluster implements direct shader core to local L2 interfacing (face-to-face bonding) and avoids NoC traversal. In GPGPU, often intershader communication is limited and if emerging workloads are optimized for accessing local L2 subset during higher level cache misses, interconnect traffic will only occur during nonlocal L2 subset accesses. However, it will not reduce intershader coherence traffic if present. Therefore, a separate layer of optical interconnection network implements a crossbar interface to connect nonlocal L2 subsets across different clusters. A memory controller is associated with the L2 cache subset of each cluster. The memory controllers are connected to the off-chip memory modules using optical interconnection.
In our design, throughput memory accesses follow these steps: When L1 cache miss occurs in the shader core, the memory request maps the address to the corresponding L2 subset. If the L1 miss address is mapped to the local L2 subset, requests do not traverse the on-chip network; instead it uses the fast face-to-face L1-L2 interface. In throughput workloads, core-to-core communication is limited and an application developer in several cases can control off-chip data that is mapped to nonlocal L2 subset. This behavior of GPGPU workloads justifies direct interfacing of the local L2 subset. In case the address is mapped to L2 subset of another cluster, the request has to traverse the optical interconnect. Since optical interconnect carries L1 cache miss traffic, in a highly data-intensive GPGPU application with arbitrary memory access pattern, the memory misses will congest the on-chip network. Moreover, interkernel data communication between the simultaneously executing threads in GPGPU applications and in future shader core coherence traffic can generate heavy L2 cache traffic. In fact, we anticipate that, with simultaneous execution of multiple kernels in emerging GPGPU workloads, the off-chip memory request traffic will surpass the L2 coherence traffic. We expect that the high-bandwidth, low-latency optical interconnect-based throughput architecture will provide an attractive solution to this problem. Figure 2 shows the simplified layout of the optical interconnect layer and crossbar interface design, respectively. Traditionally, throughput architectures require wider off-chip memory interface to meet the data request of thousands of concurrently running threads. Efficient interfacing of optically connected off-chip memory motivates the layout of the silicon waveguide. We use many-writersingle-reader (MWSR) photonic crossbar to connect the 16 TPCs using 128 waveguides (16 channels Â 4 waveguides/channel Â 2 directions) in both directions (shader core to memory controller and memory controller to shader core). Each waveguide is capable of propagating 64 wavelengths (64 b per clock, i.e., 32 B per clock period in each direction) of light using DWDM. With 5-GHz clock, all 16 channels can achieve raw interconnect bandwidth of 40.96 Tb/s. The dedicated floor for optical interconnect allows us to place these waveguides in the serpentine structure (Figure 2, left) , where the waveguide pitch is as low as 5.5 m [11] . The network implements optical token-based arbitration to realize the MWSR crossbar [also the token-less single-writer-multiple-reader (SWMR) crossbar is examined]. All types of traffic (read request, write request, and read reply) enter the network through an interface buffer. In the MWSR crossbar, a reserved optical token leaves the source node and travels along with the tail of the last flit of the packet until it reaches destination. Once transfer is completed, the free token traverses the waveguide until another node grabs it. The destination nodes identify tokens. On the contrary, in SWMR, all the optical channels are writable by only one source node and there are multiple channels per destination node. The SWMR crossbar behaves like a high-throughput lowlatency electrical crossbar with variable source-todestination delay.
Our optical interconnect incorporates the MWSRbased crossbar that requires arbitration mechanism, which is used in token ring LAN system arbitration to resolve the read requests sent by multiple shader nodes. Unlike multithreaded CPU workloads, throughput workloads execute the same instruction simultaneously (SIMD lockstep execution paradigm) in different shader cores that request data from different L2 subsets. Since the shader core count is comparably more than the core count in the multicore system, usually average token grab latency for channel reservation of a requesting shader is higher. An alternative to MWSR is the SWMR crossbar, which is relatively power hungry (more laser power is required to drive (node count À1) photodetectors as compared to one photodetector in MWSR). SWMR incorporates a separate dedicated channel for each source channel that sends packets to a destination; hence, no channel arbitration mechanism is required. The static power of the crossbar is estimated as 0.33 W [11] , [12] . The dynamic energy consumption is 200 fJ/b for transmission and the dynamic power for arbitration is negligible. Figure 3 shows vertically stacked layers in the chip.
Evaluation Experimental setup
In this study, we have used 17 real-world GPGPU workloads (Table 1a) from Nvidia CUDA SDK, Rodinia, and Parboil suites. Our evaluation is based on the cycle-based simulator GPGPU-Sim [13] . It has a modified version of the electrical interconnect simulator Booksim to simulate shader core and memory controller traffic. We have replaced the Booksim (Intersim in GPGPU-Sim) with the in-house optical interconnect simulator. It models the serpentine network that connects 16 TPC and 16 memory controllers using a crossbar and simulates flit-level optical traffic. We used two different system models presented in Table 1b . The baseline system has a state-of-the-art electrical network, electrically connected memory, and immediate postdenominatorbased round-robin warp scheduler. Table 1c shows six optical crossbars implemented to evaluate our design.
We instrumented GPGPU-Sim and the optical network simulator to extract several hardware access statistics to calculate power. We developed an architecture level GPGPU power simulator based on heavily remodeled McPAT [14] that fits into GPU pipeline. The simulator interfaces with GPGPU-Sim to calculate runtime power of major components of GPU, including an electrical NoC. The NoC model is composed of single links and a traditional four-staged router with flit buffers, arbiters, and a crossbar. The power simulator simulates the electrical NoC with 22-nm technology. We further scale the NoC parameters down to 16 nm. For the optical NoC power consumption, we used the statistics reported in [15] and [16] , as summarized in Table 1d [21]- [23] . The energy coupling loss of the laser source into the chips is reported to be $8 dB [20] . In order to achieve a bit error rate of 10 À15 , each photodetector requires 5-W power [12] to successfully receive data, and each modulator consumes 200 fJ of power to modulate one bit of data [24] . To model the trimming issue, we assume 1-W heating power per ring per Kelvin. Figure 4 compares the different designs in terms of shader core to memory controller latency (flit level) and memory controller to shader core latency. Note that, in Figure 4 (top), SWMR photonic interconnect experiences relatively lower latency (81%-90% reduction) for read and write requests with respect to the MWSR-based crossbar (59%-66% reduction). The MWSR-based crossbar uses the token to implement the mutually exclusive access to the destination node. On the contrary, the SWMR-based crossbar has multiple dedicated channels to the destination nodes from a source node. Hence, in MWSR, a source node may wait even when the destination channel is idle due to unavailability of the destination token. This latency is completely hidden in the SWMR-based crossbar. However, SWMR is different from a traditional electrical crossbar because the latency in the SWMR-based optical crossbar depends upon the distance between the source and the destination node in the waveguide. In case of GPU microarchitecture, this phenomenon exhibits adverse effects when memory traffic becomes bursty. Memory controller to shader core traffic latency of the MWSR crossbar in Figure 4 (bottom) is significantly lower than (49%-95% reduction) the electrical crossbar. Comparatively, the SWMR crossbar shows lower latency (52%-94% reduction) with respect to the electrical baseline. Memory-intensive benchmarks such as BFS (90%), MM (87%), DG (77%), RAY (72%), and 64H (75%) exhibit maximum benefit from optical network. All these benchmarks have a large number of read and write memory accesses. As we increase the channel bandwidth, memory controller to shader core latency keeps on decreasing. With the increase in the flit size, there will be a smaller number of flits allocable in the network interface buffer. Hence, average wait time in buffer is decreased. Close examination of the network statistics also reveals that in MWSR the [12] , [21] - [23] .
Analysis
September/October 2014 token allocation delay largely dominates overall flit latency. Also, buffer wait time in SWMR is less than MWSR due to the lack of token allocation penalty experienced in MWSR.
Benchmarks such as BFS, SRAD, AES, PF, 64H, HY, and MM yield higher shader to memory controller latency when the channel bandwidth is increased. These benchmarks have more data read instructions (load) and less data write instructions (store). The data read request size is 8 B, which is smaller than the smallest channel bandwidth used. With the increase in channel bandwidth, more bytes are wasted and it does not reduce the overall flit count, which is the key reason behind latency improvement for larger channel bandwidth. Since memory controller to shader core traffic only has 64-B packets, it does not exhibit similar effect. With the increase in flit size, flit count reduces linearly and overall wait time in the buffer is also decreased. Figure 5 show the speedup and power consumption characteristics of the different designs. On average, the SWMR 16-B crossbar has 0.04% lower performance than 16-B electrical mesh, but as we increase the bandwidth to 32 B and 64 B, the performance increase is 3% and 5%, respectively. Interestingly, benchmarks that are dominated by a large number of memory accesses demonstrate better performance increase. Maximum performance increase is observed in BFS (17%) with 64-B channel bandwidth. However, the MWSR-based crossbar shows almost 4% improvement in performance, which is attributed to the large amount of delay experienced by the packets to grab the destination token.
The power consumption in the optical crossbar decreases drastically ( Figure 5, bottom) . On average, the SWMR crossbar shows almost 73% power saving and 1% performance degradation as compared to electrical 16-B mesh baseline. As expected, average MWSR power saving is comparatively higher (98%) with only 2% performance degradation. Memory-intensive workloads benefit most due to the optical interconnect. SRAD, SSLA, and HS show maximum power saving due to its heavy memory access in MWSR. We recommend the MWSR-based crossbar with 32-B channel bandwidth as the best solution that comes with 91% power saving and 1% average increase in performance. From our experimental results, the static power constitutes significant portion of the whole network power. This result is in accordance with [24] .
Related work
Architectures such as Corona [2] , Firefly [4] , Phastlane [3] , and Flexishare [5] have demonstrated 3-D stacked multicore chip with optical token-based arbitration, electrical intracluster communication with optical crossbar-based intercluster communication, switch-based photonic interconnect, electrical-optical token stream-based arbitration for channel assignment, and credit distribution in the NoC, respectively. However, investigation of the power and performance of silicon-nanophotonicassisted GPU is still lacking. In this paper, we make the first step in exploring photonics-enabled GPU microarchitecture that integrates shader cores, caches, and off-chip optical memory interfaces in the different layers of 3-D stacked chip. We have customized [17] to design off-chip memory stacking and developed sequential and concurrent multiple memory access scheduling. Although Al Maashri et al. [18] have explored the 3-D stacked cache architecture in multilayer GPU implementation, they have not addressed the issues of NoC congestion or off-stack memory access bottleneck. Morris et al. in [19] proposed a 3-D photonic CPU interconnect that can dynamically reconfigure without system intervention and allocate channel bandwidth.
WE HAVE PROPOSED a 3-D stacked nanophotonic throughput architecture that provides 91% average reduction in NoC dynamic power (in turn heat) with 4% average increase in performance and up to 95% average NoC latency reduction as compared to the state-of-the-art electrical on-chip interconnect-based GPU. Our experiments reveal that, in MWSR-type interconnects, the overall flit latency is largely dominated by the token ring delay. In contrast, SWMR suffers from buffer wait latency. Furthermore, with increasing off-chip memory demand, we expect that the proposed optically connected throughput architecture will attain further improvements. 
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